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Marketing Plan
introduction
Welcome!

We want to thank and congratulate you for choosing to take part in this amazing, global opportunity by becoming
an Independent Business Consultant (IBC) with Club BizsSmart. Becoming an IBC is the first step towards
achieving the health and wealth that you desire.
We have an industry leading “Marketing Plan” that has been designed to provide generous immediate and
long term residual income to both novice and experienced people alike. Our Marketing Plan offers “7 powerful
ways” to earn income right from the comfort of your home. In fact, our Marketing Plan is so powerful that industry
veterans are calling it the most lucrative and achievable plan they have ever seen!
We pay out up to 75% commissions on PV/CV of all orders, and 100% commissions on sale price of all Smart
Matrix Pack sales! We offer “Business Starter Packs” for as low as $99.95, and “Smart Matrix Packs” for as
low as $35.00, to make getting started affordable to the masses.
Combine that with our uniquely formulated products that come with a 30-day Money-Back Guarantee, an
experienced management team, ability to do business in over 200 countries, and access to FREE tools and
training to help you succeed, you will soon realize why your timing to participate in this amazing opportunity
could not be better!
Please use this Marketing Plan as a guide to familiarize yourself with the many different ways of achieving both
immediate up-front income and long-term residual income so that you
3-Minute Recorded Message
can start to plan a successful journey as an IBC with Club BizsSmart.

480-542-0881

Club BizsSmart “FREE” Benefits
FREE
Registration for the first 60 days

FREE
Replicating website with back office

FREE
Products included in some orders*

FREE
Internal wallet transfer

YUM
Energy
Berr y

FREE
PayQuicker virtual Debit Card

7

Powerful
Ways
To Earn

RETAIL PROFITS
$15 or more per Retail sale

FAST START BONUS
$10 or more per BSP sale

2X2 PAY-LINE BONUS
from $25 to $10,000 per Pay-Line sale

TEAM BONUS

25% Binary caps at up to $25,000 per day

FAST START CODED BONUS TEAM MATCHING BONUSES
$5 or more per BSP sale

up to 100% combined over 6 levels

DIAMOND BONUS

Read on to learn more about
each revenue stream.

$1,000 per Smart 10000 Matrix Pack sale

*Free products are subject to change and availability.
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7 Stream of
Income Streams

Retail Profits (RP) offers Affiliates to earn income by either purchasing the
RETAIL PROFITS products at wholesale member price then reselling them at retail, or by simply
referring customers to your personalized ecommerce website, where you will
earn $15 or more per product ordered. If you sell the products outside of your personalized ecommerce website,
you could earn Retail Profits of 50% or more per product sold.
Fast Start Bonus (FSB) commissions are paid out on new and upgraded
Business Starter Pack (BSP) sales, which will generate a FSB commission of
$10.00 or more per direct sale made. On the first 2 direct sales made, Affiliates
share 50% of the FSB commission with their Sponsor. For example, if the allocated FSB commission on a “Copper” BSP
is $50.00, the Affiliate will earn $25.00 on their first 2 sales, and their Sponsor will also earn $25.00 on those same first 2
sales. Starting from the Affiliate’s 3rd sale on, they will earn 100% of the FSB commission per direct sale, e.g. based on
the above example, this would mean $50.00 per sale for every BSP they directly sell that has an allocated $50.00 FSB
commission. Affiliates can earn FSB commissions of $10 or more for every BSP sale they refer (after the first 2 sales).

FAST START BONUS

Fast Start Coded Bonus (FSCB) commissions are paid
FAST START CODED BONUS out via a modified 2-up coded plan new and upgraded
Business Starter Pack (BSP) sales, which will generate a
FSCB commission of $5.00 or more on the first 2 Business Starter Pack (BSP) sales made by an Affiliate. Then
starting from an Affiliate’s 3rd direct sale on, this starts their first “Coded Bonus Line” (CBL) of FSCB commissions,
in which 50% of the allocated FSCB commissions on the first 2 direct BSP sales made by an Affiliate will “pass
up” to their direct Sponsor, and the Affiliate will keep the other 50%., e.g. if Joe is the 3rd Affiliate you directly
Sponsored, and he refers 2 new members that each orders a BSP with a $50 FSB commission, Joe will earn a
$25 FSCB per sale, and you will earn the other $25 FSCB per sale, totaling $50. When those 2 new members
each refer 2 new members (4 total) with a BSP order that pays a $50 FSB commission, you will earn another $100
total FSCB commissions.

YOU
Sale #1

$25

Fast Start Coded Bonus Lines

Sale #2

$25

Sale #3

$50

Sale #1

$25

Sale #2

$25

Sale #4

$50

Sale #1

$25

Sale #2

$25

Sale #5

$50

Sale #1

$25

Sale #2

$25

$25

$25

$25

Unlimited
Depth

Unlimited
Depth

Unlimited
Depth

In the above chart, you directly referred “5” BSP sales with a $50 FSB commission. On your first 2 sales, you
were paid “2” $25 FSCB commissions, then on sales number 3, 4 and 5, you were paid “3” $50 FSB commissions
totaling $200. Starting from your 3rd sale, you were paid a $25 FSCB commission on the first 2 sales of your direct
referrals, totaling an additional $150 in FSCB commissions, and so on. This process will continue unlimited levels
wide and deep within your “Personal Enrollment Team” (PET) organization.
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7 Stream of
Income Streams

2x2 Pay-Line Bonus (PLB) commissions are paid out on 3 of 4 sales on
2X2 PAY-LINE BONUS level 2 of a 2x2 Forced Recycling “Follow-Me” Matrix called a “Smart
Matrix”. A Smart Matrix has 6 total spots that can be filled with 6 sales.
Level 1 of the Smart Matrix has 2 open spots and level 2 has 4 open
spots. Level 2 is called the “Pay-Line”, where 100% commissions of $25 to $10,000 are paid out on the sale of a
Smart Matrix Pack (SMP). There are a total of “9” SMPs available that include resellable digital products, access
to TicketsatWork®, etc
Pack
Name

**
Total Cost*

PLB $

CV

Cycle

CEO
Bonus

***

1X
Monthly

***

1X
Weekly

Smart 25

$35

$25

5

$75

$900

$3,900

Smart 50

$75

$50

10

$150

$1,800

$7,800

Smart 100

$140

$100

20

$300

$25

$3,600

$15,600

Smart 250

$300

$250

25

$750

$50

$9,000

$39,000

Smart 500

$595

$500

40

$1,500

$100

$18,000

$78,000

Smart 1000

$1,200

$1,000

100

$3,000

$200

$36,000

$156,000

Smart 2500

$2,800

$2,500

150

$7,500

$300

$90,000

$390,000

Smart 5000

$5,600

$5,000

300

$15,000

$400

$180,000

$780,000

Smart 10000

$12,200

$10,000

600

$30,000

$500

$360,000

$1,560,000

* Total Cost includes one-time Admin Fee on all new and upgraded Smart Matrix Pack orders.
** CEO (Cycle) Bonus is valid until October 3, 2021, and pays out $25 to $500 per completed Smart Matrix from Smart 100 up.
*** 1X Monthly and 1X Weekly based on annual income potential of completing each Smart Matrix per month or week.

The Smart Matrix is independent of the other 6 ways to earn, because to qualify, you only need to make a onetime purchase of a Smart Matrix Pack (SMP) and refer one new or upgraded member in each Smart Matrix Pack
you have purchased to earn unlimited 2x2 Pay-Line Bonus commissions. You will have up to 60 days from the
date of your Smart Matrix purchase to meet this one-time requirement. And though you are paid 100% commissions on 3 of 4 sales in your “Pay-Line”, when the 4th sale occurs, it will cause your matrix to “complete” and
“cycle”, which then re-enters your new paid position back into the next available spot of your Sponsor’s matrix.
And your Smart Matrix does not need to complete before a commission is paid, as “2x2 Pay-Line Bonus” commissions of $25 to $10,000 will instantly appear in your wallet as soon as a sale enters your Pay-Line, whether
you referred the sale or not.
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7 Stream of
Income Streams

Team Bonus (TB) commissions are paid out via a 1:1 binary that pays out 25% ($25)
TEAM BONUS every time there is a matching “100” Commissionable Volume (CV) points on the left
leg and the right leg. TB commissions cap at up to a maximum of $25,000 per day,
depending on an Affiliate’s Rank. TB commissions are calculated daily (Monday to Friday at 12:00 AM EST), and
any remaining CV from the greater volume leg is deducted after TB commissions have been calculated, and will
carry over into the following day.
Rank

Personal Referrals
(Minimum Per Leg)*

Min
PV**

Team
Bonus %

Daily
Max

Weekly
Potential

Annual
Potential

Affiliate

1 (left or right)

25

Copper

2 (1 left / 1 right)

25

25%

$1,000

$7,000

$365,000

Silver

5 (2 left / 2 right)

25

25%

$2,000

$14,000

$730,000

Platinum

10 (3 left / 3 right)

25

25%

$3,000

$21,000

$1,095,000

Gold

15 (4 left / 4 right)

50

25%

$5,000

$35,000

$1,825,000

Diamond

20 (5 left / 5 right)

50

25%

$7,000

$49,000

$2,555,000

Black Diamond

25 (12 left / 12 right)

50

25%

$10,000

$70,000

$3,650,000

Blue Diamond

30 (15 left / 15 right)

75

25%

$15,000

$105,000

$5,547,500

Royal Diamond

35 (17 left / 17 right)

75

25%

$20,000

$140,000

$7,300,000

Crown Diamond

40 (20 left / 20 right)

75

25%

$25,000

$175,000

$9,125,000

* Personal Referrals must maintain Active status each month with a 25 CV order for referring Affiliate to maintain Qualified Rank.
** Minimum PV must be maintained each month by Affiliate to maintain an Active status that is required for each Rank advance.
		 Affiliate must also maintain proper team balance to preserve Qualified Rank status.

Team Matching Bonus (TMB) commissions pay out up to a
combined 100% on up to 6 levels of TB commissions earned
by all active Affiliates within an Affiliate’s “Personal Enrollment
Team” (PET) organization. Only an Affiliate’s Rank will determine how many levels they can earn on. There is no
daily income cap on TMB commissions, which are calculated daily (Monday to Friday at 12:00 AM EST). To give
an example of how powerful the TMB is, imagine if you referred 10 active members, that each referred 10 active
members, that each referred 10 active members (which is 3 levels deep), and they all each earned $100 per
month in TB commissions. Your TMB commissions on that team would total $6,500 per month!

TEAM MATCHING BONUSES

Black
Blue
Royal
Crown
Diamond Diamond Diamond Diamond

Level

Affiliate

Copper

Silver

Platinum

Gold

Diamond

1

20%

25%

50%

50%

50%

50%

50%

50%

50%

50%

5%

5%

10%

10%

10%

15%

15%

20%

20%

5%

5%

5%

5%

10%

10%

10%

10%

5%

5%

5%

5%

5%

10%

5%

5%

5%

5%

5%

5%

5%

5%

2
3
4
5
6

* Personal referrals must maintain an Active status each month with a 25 PV order. Customer referrals do not count for Team Matching Bonus
		 requirements. Levels are based on a Qualified Affiliate’s “Personal Enrollment Team” only.
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7 Stream of
Income Streams
DIAMOND BONUS

Diamond Bonus (DB) commissions are paid to the direct referring Affiliate of a Smart 10000 Matrix Pack sale. The
DB commission pays out $1,000 per sale, which is 10% of the Smart 10000 Matrix Pack sale. This commission
is paid out to all active Affiliates, even if the Affiliate has not purchased a Smart 10000 Matrix Pack. The Diamond
Bonus is paid out one time on new and upgraded Smart 10000 Matrix Pack sales only, with no limitations on how
many times it can be earned.

COMPENSATION PLAN SUMMARY
The following chart summarizes the advantages of getting started as an IBC with a Smart Matrix Pack, and
taking advantage of the current Rank and CEO Cycle Bonus promotion, good until October 3, 2021.
Pack
Name

Total
Cost*

Rank**

PLB $

CV

Cycle

CEO
Daily
TMB Cycle Net
Bonus ** TB Max Pay % Profit***

Smart 25

$35

$25

5

$75

214%

Smart 50

$75

$50

10

$150

200%

Smart 100

$140

Copper

$100

20

$300

$25

$1,000

30%

214%

Smart 250

$300

Platinum

$250

25

$750

$50

$3,000

65%

250%

Smart 500

$595

Platinum

$500

40

$1,500

$100

$3,000

65%

252%

Smart 1000

$1,200

Diamond

$1,000

100

$3,000

$200

$7,000

75%

250%

Smart 2500

$2,800

Diamond

$2,500

150

$7,500

$300

$7,000

75%

267%

Smart 5000

$5,600

Black Diamond

$5,000

300

$15,000

$400

$10,000

85%

267%

Smart 10000

$12,200

Black Diamond

$10,000

600

$30,000

$500

$10,000

85%

245%

Smart All-In

$22,945

Black Diamond

$19,425

1,250

$58,275

$1,575

$10,000

85%

253%

* Total Cost includes one-time Admin Fee on all new and upgraded Smart Matrix Pack orders.
** Rank advance and CEO (Cycle) Bonus is a promotion that is valid until October 3, 2021.
*** Profit is based on net earnings after completing the first 2x2 matrix of each Smart Matrix Pack, including one-time Admin Fee.
All future completed Smart Matrixes will pay out a net profit of 300% each.
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GLOSSARY TERMS
Before beginning your journey as a Club BizsSmart IBC, it is very important to familiarize yourself with
terms listed in the “Glossary” that will be used throughout this document so as to better understand, as
well as to be able to eventually maximize the Marketing Plan.
Below are important descriptions that you will need to know to effectively grow your Club BizsSmart
business.ow your Club BizsSmart business
Active: A Member or Affiliate that has purchased a Business
Starter Pack or Smart Matrix Pack, and maintains a minimum product order of at least 25 PV over a 30-day period
(only required for Team Bonus (Binary) and Team Matching
Bonuses), via a monthly autoship order or manual order,
or by having personally referred at least 1 Retail Customer
or 1 Preferred Customer with a minimum 25 PV order
each month.
Account: A maximum of three (3) accounts per household
is permitted, with each having its own unique SSN, TIN,
or EIN.
Affiliate: A Member that has referred at least 1 Active
Member. No purchase is required to become an Affiliate.
Affiliate, Qualified: An Active Affiliate that has referred at
least 2 Active Members, and placed one on the left team
and one on the right team. This also promotes the Affiliate
to the first Rank of Copper Consultant.
Autoship (A/S): This enables Members, Affiliates,
and Preferred Customers to automatically receive
a monthly shipment of product (or access to a recurring digital product), without the need to remember to place manual orders, or have a customer
order each month to maintain Active Affiliate status
(applicable to Team Bonus (Binary), and Team Matching
Bonuses only).
Binary: This term is used to describe how “Team Bonus”
and “Team Matching Bonus” commissions are paid out. A
binary consists of “two legs” (a left and a right) or sub-trees
under every distributor. Upon adding sub-trees, a binary
tree gets formed. New members joining after them are
spilled over into the downlines or onto next level. This
process continues to unlimited levels or depths. Also,
the plan is easy to understand which helps members attract more members to the network. This iconic staple of
the MLM industry was developed in the 1980’s and has
huge success since then, by helping companies to reach
billion-dollar earnings.
Cap/Max: Either term signifies the max daily earnings
potential a Qualified Affiliate can achieve in the TB (binary),
based on their Rank, e.g. a Consultant with a qualified
Rank of “Crown Diamond” can earn up to $25,000 per
day.

Carry Over: This is non-paid CV that will accumulate and
be paid out during the next Pay Period.
Coded Bonus Line (CBL): This is a term used to
describe the direct sales that allow you to earn unlimited
“Fast Start Coded Bonus” commissions, which starts with
your 3rd direct sale.
Commission Qualified: An Affiliate of any Rank that has
met the minimum requirements to earn commissions.
Commissionable Volume (CV): This is the accumulation of total sales volume generated from both an Affiliate’s Personal Enrollment Tree (PET) organization and
spillover from an upline’s organization, and is what
commission payouts are based on.
Consultant: This is another description of an IBC or Member,
and is also used when a Member joins for free, e.g. the “Free
Consultant” position is valid for 60 days from registration
date.
Consultant, Free: This option allows a Member to earn
3 of 7 ways (Retail Profits, Fast Start Bonus commissions
and Fast Start Coded Bonus commissions), and is valid
for 60 days from registration date.
Customer, Preferred: A person that orders any product at a
discounted price via a monthly autoship. They must agree to
autoship for at least 2 months to receive this preferred pricing.
Customer, Retail: A person that orders any product from
a Member’s or Affiliate’s personal inventory, or from their
personalized ecommerce website at full retail price, with
no monthly order obligation.
Cut-Off Period: All PV/CV is accumulated in real-time
and calculated by 12:00 AM EST every day.
Cycle: This term is used to describe when the 2x2 Forced
Recycling “Follow-Me” Matrix (called a “Smart Matrix”)
completes. A cycle occurs when a Smart Matrix fills all “6”
spots with members that have purchased a Smart Matrix
Pack. After a cycle occurs, a new paid position is created
and re-enters (cycles) into a new spot in Sponsor’s matrix.
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GLOSSARY TERMS
continued

Grace Period: All Members and Affiliates will be given
a 5-day grace period to maintain Active status (for Team
Bonus and Team Matching Bonus commissions) after
exceeding 30 days from previous order, to either directly
purchase for 25 PV minimum, or refer a Customer that
directly purchases a product for 25 PV minimum.
Greater Volume Leg (GVL): Also, sometimes
referred to as the “Strong Leg” or “Power Leg” is the
leg that has the greatest amount of accumulated
CV above the required minimum 100 CV in each leg
every 24 hours. Any CV amount in your GVL that is
greater than the LVL after the 12:00 AM EST daily
calculation will carry over to the same leg the following
day.
Group Volume: The total amount of product sales CV
accumulated within your entire Team Bonus organization.
Holding Period: There is a one-week hold on all firsttime commissions. Therefore, all commissions on new
sales are paid out the first Friday after pay period ends on
Sunday midnight EST, then weekly, every Friday.
Inactive: This occurs whenever a Member, Customer or
Affiliate has not placed an order within a 4-week period.
Lesser Volume Leg (LVL): Also, sometimes referred to
as the “Pay Leg” or “Working Leg”, is the leg that has the
least amount of accumulated CV, which must accumulate
the required matching GLV minimum of 100 CV every 24
hours to qualify for a Team Bonus commission of 25%
($25).
Member: A person that registers as a “Free Consultant” or
purchases any Business Starter Pack or Smart Matrix Pack.
Members are not Customers.
Organization: Also, sometimes referred to as a “Downline”,
“Group” or “Unilevel Team”, is the sales team directly connected to an Affiliate, which may include spillover from
upline Sponsors.
Pay-Line: On the Level 2 of a Smart Matrix, there are 4
available spots. Each spot will fill with one sale of a Smart
Matrix Pack thereby creating a paid position in that spot.
Every time a sale is made on the Pay-Line, the Affiliate at
the top of the Smart Matrix will earn a 100% commission of
$25 to $10,000 per sale on 3 of 4 sales. Once the 4th spot
fills with a 4th sale, the Smart Matrix completes, causing a
cycle and re-entry to occur.
Pay Period: The pay period is Sunday to Sunday at
midnight EST. Commissions are paid out every week on
Friday after Holding Period, with a $20 minimum pay out.
The internal wallet balance resets every Monday.
REV210707

Personal Enrollment Tree (PET): This term described all
accumulated PV/CV placed by all IBCs in your personal
enrollment organization (i.e., your personally enrolled
IBCs, their personally enrolled IBCs, etc.) and does not
include spillover from upline Sponsors.
Personal Volume (PV): This is the accumulated monthly
sales volume of your personal purchases, and those of
your Retail Customers and Preferred Customers, which
is used for calculating weekly commissions. Minimum
monthly PV for Copper to Platinum Ranks is 25 PV, minimum PV for Gold to Black Diamond Ranks is 50 PV,
and minimum monthly PV for Blue Diamond to Crown
Diamond Ranks is 75 PV.
Points Reset: The reset of CV means the accumulated
sales volume will be reset to “0” if an Affiliate does not
have an active minimum 25 CV autoship, manual order,
or one personally referred active Retail Customer or Preferred Customer with a minimum 25 CV order, within the
required period of 60 days from the last order date.
Rank: A designation that, once achieved and maintained,
will allow the qualified Affiliate to earn higher daily income
in the TB (Binary). There are currently 9 Consultant Ranks
that a qualified Affiliate can achieve: Copper Consultant,
Silver Consultant, Platinum Consultant, Gold Consultant,
Diamond, Black Diamond Consultant, Blue Diamond
Consultant, Royal Diamond Consultant, and Crown Diamond Consultant.
Rank, Paid: A designation that is given when a Member
either purchases or upgrades to certain Business Starter
Packs or Smart Matrix Packs that include a “Paid Rank”
for 60 days, or by meeting the minimum personal referral and leg requirement in first 60 days of registration.
After 60 days, the Paid Rank will still show in the Active
Member’s back office, but the Active Member will only
continue be paid at that Rank if they maintain a “Qualified
Rank” status.
Rank, Qualified: This designation is achieved once
certain qualifications have been met and maintained on a
monthly basis. For example (including leg requirement):
A Copper Rank Affiliate needs a 25 PV order and needs
to refer and maintain 2 Active Members (1 left leg / 1 right
leg) each month; a Silver Rank Affiliate needs a 25 PV order and needs to refer and maintain 5 Active Members (2
left leg, 2 right leg) each month; a Platinum Rank Affiliate
needs a 25 PV order and to refer and maintain 10 Active
Members (3 left leg / 3 right leg) each month; a Gold Rank
Affiliate needs a 50 PV order and to refer and maintain
15 Active Members (4 left leg / 4 right leg) each month; a
Diamond Rank Affiliate needs a 50 PV order and to refer
and maintain 20 Active Members (5 left leg / 5 right leg)
each month; a Black Diamond Rank Affiliate needs a 50

GLOSSARY TERMS
continued

PV order and to refer and maintain 25 Active Members (12
left leg / 12 right leg) each month; a Blue Diamond Rank
Affiliate needs a 75 PV order and to refer and maintain 30
Active Members (15 left leg / 15 right leg) each month; a
Royal Diamond Rank Affiliate needs a 75 PV order and
to refer and maintain 35 Active Members (17 left leg / 17
right leg) each month; a Crown Diamond Rank Affiliate
needs a 75 PV order and to refer and maintain 40 Active
Members (20 left leg / 20 right leg) each month.
Re-Entry/Recycle: A re-entry (recycled) position is a
new paid position that is created at the completion of the
previous Smart Matrix (after it cycles), and is placed into
the next available spot in the Smart Matrix of an Affiliate’s
direct Sponsor (or next qualified upline Sponsor), which
is paid for by the 4th Pay-Line sale in the previous matrix prior to it completing and recycling into the new, paid
re-entry position.
Retail Profits: If a Free Consultant, Member, or Affiliate
sells a retail product on their personalized ecommerce
website to a Customer, they will earn a minimum $15
commission per order. However, if the Free Consultant,
Member, or Affiliate sells directly to the Customer (offline),
they can earn up to 50% retail profits per order.
Refund Period: Physically shipped products include a
30-day refund policy (minus 15% restocking fee).
Digital downloadable products do not include a refund, as
all digital product sales are final. Refunds do not include
shipping and handling fees, one-time Admin fees, or paid
commissions.
Smart Matrix: The Smart Matrix (also called a “matrix”)
is a 2x2 forced, recycling “follow-me” matrix consisting of
6 available spots (2 on level 1, and 4 on level 2), that,
when filled with 6 sales, will complete a cycle. There are 8
Smart Matrix Pack options available. The “Smart 25 Matrix” costs $25 plus a one-time Admin Fee of $10 ($35
total), and pays out $25 per Pay-Line sale ($75 total);
the “Smart 50 Matrix” costs $50 plus a one-time Admin
Fee of $25 ($75 total), and pays out $50 per Pay-Line
sale ($150 total); the “Smart 100 Matrix” costs $100 plus
a one-time Admin Fee of $40 ($140 total), and pays out
$100 per Pay-Line sale ($300 total); the “Smart 250
Matrix” costs $250 plus a one-time Admin Fee of $50

($300 total), and pays out $250 per Pay-Line sale ($750
total); the “Smart 500 Matrix” costs $500 plus a one-time
Admin Fee of $95 ($595 total), and pays out $250 per
Pay-Line sale ($1,500 total); the “Smart 1000 Matrix”
costs $1,000 plus a one-time Admin Fee of $200 ($1,200
total), and pays out $1,000 per Pay-Line sale ($3,000 total); the “Smart 2500 Matrix” costs $2,500 plus a one-time
Admin Fee of $300 ($2,800 total), and pays out $2,500
per Pay-Line sale ($7,500 total); the “Smart 5000 Matrix”
costs $5,600 plus a one-time Admin Fee of $600 ($5,600
total), and pays out $5,000 per Pay-Line sale ($15,000
total); and the “Smart 10000 Matrix” costs $10,000 plus
a one-time Admin Fee of $2,200 ($12,200 total), and
pays out $10,000 per Pay-Line sale ($30,000 total).
Spillover: This occurs when a Member’s or Affiliate’s
Team Bonus or Smart Matrix structure receives sales from
above the Member’s or Affiliates own PET organization.
Sponsor/Referrer: A Member that has referred at least 1
Member becomes the permanent Sponsor of that Member.
Spot: Describes 1 of 6 open areas of a Smart Matrix that
must fill with paid positions to complete and cycle.
Team: Also referred to as a “Leg”, represents both the
left and right side of a Member’s or Affiliate’s Team Bonus
organization.
Team Bonus (TB): Team Bonus is a binary plan structure
that consists of two legs, and pays out a 25% ($25) TB
commission every time each leg has 100 CV of matching
sales volume, and calculates every 24 hours.
Team Matching Bonus (TMB): Team Matching Bonus
commissions consists of up to 5 levels of payouts depending
on Affiliate’s Qualified Rank: L1 = 20 - 50%; L2 = 5 - 20%;
L3 = 5 - 10%; L4 = 5 - 10%; L5 = 5%; Level 6 = 5%.
Upgrade: Customers and Free Members can upgrade to
Affiliate status by purchasing any Business Starter or Smart
Matrix Pack. Existing Members and Affiliates can also
upgrade any Smart Matrix Pack order.
Upline: This is the genealogy of Members and Affiliates
directly above each Member’s and Affiliate’s organization.
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EARNINGS DISCLAIMER

Club BizsSmart LLC has made every effort to accurately represent its compensation plan and overall
business opportunity, as presented in this material. Club BizsSmart LLC pays out a commission on every sale
pursuant to the compensation plan. No commissions are paid for the recruitment of others. However, individual
results can vary, and will be based on an individual’s ability, experience, dedication, and level of desire. There
are no specific guarantees concerning the level of success that anyone may experience. There are no specific
guarantees, promises or assurances that examples of past earnings can be duplicated in the future. Club BizsSmart
LLC does not offer investment or tax advice. Check with your accountant, lawyer or professional advisor before
acting on this or any information. Users of Club BizsSmart LLC products and services are advised to do their own
due diligence when it comes to making business decisions. Club BizsSmart LLC hereby disclaim any personal
liability (tangible and intangible), or loss or risk incurred as a consequence of the use and application, either
directly or indirectly, of any advice, information or methods presented herein. Neither the information, nor any
opinion contained within this document constitutes a solicitation or offer by Club BizsSmart LLC, or its officers,
partners, Members, customers, or affiliates to buy or sell any securities, options, or other financial instruments.

TESTIMONIALS DISCLAIMER

In accordance with the FTC guidelines concerning the use of endorsements and testimonials in advertising,
please be aware of the following: Testimonials appearing within this document are actually received via text,
audio or video submission. They are individual experiences, reflecting real life experiences of those who have
used the Club BizsSmart LLC products and/or services in some way or another. However, they are individual
results and results do vary. Club BizsSmart LLC does not claim that they are typical results that customers
will generally achieve. The testimonials are not necessarily representative of all of those who will use the
Club BizsSmart LLC products and/or services. The testimonials displayed (text, audio and/or video) are given
verbatim, except for correction of grammatical or typing errors. Some have been shortened. In other words, not
the whole message received by the testimonial writer is displayed, when it seemed lengthy or not the whole
testimonial seemed relevant for the general public. Club BizsSmart LLC is not responsible for any of the
opinions or comments listed in this document. Club BizsSmart LLC is not a forum for testimonials, however, provides
testimonials as a means for new customers to share their experiences with one another.

GENERAL DISCLAIMER

This document has been prepared solely for informational purposes, and is not an offer to buy or sell or a
solicitation of an offer to buy or sell any security, product, service or investment. The opinions expressed within
this document do not constitute investment advice, and independent advice should be sought where appropriate
by a duly licensed professional. It is also suggested that you do your own research to find out if the products
and/or services offered are legal within your jurisdiction. The information provided within this document is not
intended for distribution to, or use by, any person or entity in any jurisdiction or country where such distribution
or use would be contrary to law or regulation or which would subject Club BizsSmart LLC, its officers, partners,
Members, customers, or affiliates to any registration requirement within such jurisdiction or country. Participation in Club BizsSmart LLC is void where prohibited by law. Neither the information, nor any opinion contained
within this document constitutes a solicitation or offer by Club BizsSmart LLC, or its officers, partners, Members,
customers, or affiliates to buy or sell any securities, futures, options, or other financial instruments, or to provide
any investment or tax advice or service.
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